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KEY AND MARKING SCALE 

PLEASE ACCEPT ANY APPROPRIATE ANSWER NOT MENTIONED IN THIS KEY. 
 

I. COMPREHENSION      (15 POINTS) 

Testees shouldn’t be penalised for spelling or grammar mistakes in the comprehension section. 
 

A. TRUE/FALSE:    (3 pts, 1pt each: 0.5 pt for the right choice and 0.5 pt for the right justification. Consider the   
                                       justification ONLY if the choice is correct)    

 1. F. …from classmates... 

 2. F. ...she stayed with a homestay family/with Binu and Dilu… 

 3. T. …for my second week I decided to travel…… 

  B. WH-QUESTIONS :       (4 pts; 1 pt each)   
1. ... from (different volunteering) websites.../from the internet 

2. …because she saw young children sleeping on the street.  

3.  ... by playing with them and teaching them the alphabet and… 

4. … they organized a party/they followed local rituals/they invited natives who danced and … 
   

  C. SENTENCE COMPLETION:    (3 pts; 1 pt each)  

      1. . . decided to do something special for her/offered her a trip to Nepal….                          

      2.  . . she had never been there before. 

      3…. on safaris and jungle walks/ travelling/seeing the rest of the country…. 

  D. WORD MEANING:        (3 pts; 1 pt each) 

                 1. opted                    2. chants  3.  memorable         

  E.  WORD REFERENCE: (2 pts; 1 pt each)       

                 1.  (my/Laura’s) classmates.  2. Nepal.                            

II. LANGUAGE          (15 POINTS) 
 

A.   GAP FILLING:  (2 pts; 1 pt each)         1. take place           2. make up 

B.   WORD FORM:  (2 pts; 1 pt each)         1. integrate                    2.improvement          

C.   GAP FILLING:  (2 pts; 1 pt each)      1. to call                        2. where 
 

D.   VERB FORM:    (2 pts; 0.5pt each)       1. started                   2. are still collecting       

                                                                            3. will be/is                   4. will have completed 

E.   SENTENCE REWRITING: (3 pts; 1 pt each) 

     1. … would have taken the exam. 2.  … can be transformed into animations …     

     3. …the investment plans had not reduced/ did not reduce unemployment. 

F.   MATCHING:  (2 pts; 0.5 each)          1. b             2. e          3. a          4. c                                

G.   RESPONDING TO SITUATIONS: (2 pts; 1 pt each)    Accept any correct and appropriate answer.   
 

III. WRITING     (10   POINTS)       

                       The following criteria should be respected while scoring the writing tasks.  
                                                                        

Scoring criteria  Task 1 (4 points)  Task 2 (6 points)   

Relevance of content to the task 2 pts 3 pts 

Appropriateness and variety of vocabulary 1 pt 2 pts 

Grammar and mechanics 1 pt 1 pt 

 

 


